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Introduction:

    The 4E4th small micro-computer based Texas 
Instruments LaunchPad populated with the powerful 16 bit, 
16 kByte  MSP430G2533 Flash Device   offers many advan-
tages to Teachers and Students in Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
and Environmental Science who are interested in compliment-
ing the theoretical aspects of their course with straight forward 
easy repeatable practical experiments.

Hardware and Software makeup :

a)  PC computer.

  * Teacher or Student supplied hardware required is any  stan-
dard Windows XT or 7 PC computer with the normal Standard 
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 Operating System. Note The 4E4th Educational Environment 
has no special requirements and your Operating System is not 
changed in any way by this hardware or software. 

c) PC Application Software used.

* Any  existing Text Editor or Word Processor  with a simple 
text output (.txt) such as NotePad.

c)  Hardware needed.

* Texas Instruments LaunchPad  populated with the 16 Bit, 
16k Byte MSP430G2553 Flash Device along                       
with all the standard cables and connection items.   These 
items  are all delivered  as standard with the Texas Instruments 
LaunchPad  .  Typical cost between $5 to $15 ---- Availability 
Worldwide.

c) Texas Instruments Software 

* Texas Instruments Free LaunchPad Windows Driver

d) The  4E4th software which is also free will be listed towards  
the end of this document with download details .

A View of the 4E4th Educational Environment :

     We will  illustrate the 4E4th experimental envi-
ronment and show  measurement flexibility when using the 4E4th-
IDE  “Integrated Development Environment” and the 4E4th 
“GraphWriter” along with using   the free Onewire.4th Application 
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Software to  measuring Temperature using the low cost well known  
Maxim  Integrated  DS 18B20+  sensor.

4E4th  flexibility is enhanced as it supports as standard communica-
tion with all of Maxim Integrated  one wire devices.

 We  will assume that with the focus on global warming students may 
take a mild interest in their personal Thermal Comfort, have an inter-
est in Global Warming and may have concerns about their Car’s Envi-
ronment on a hot day and perhaps how effective their air-conditioning 
is and the electrical energy it consumes to meet their satisfaction..

With this in mind we will measure and plot using the 4E4th Graph-
Writer two temperatures one the Dry Bulb the other the Wet Bulb, 
and output the data in standard CSV ( Comma Separated Value) format 
which may be used by most Spreadsheet programs such as Excel and 
then use this numerical data to calculate and plot from the spread 
sheet  %Relative Humidity (%RH) and Dew point temperature. Both 
parameters again viewed by many as important in GreenHouse Envi-
ronmental Control.

The 4E4th Data Logging language has been Flashed so that it resides 
permanently on the LaunchPad. This means that the launchPad may 
use previously written programs such as the free Onewire.4th supplied 
by Imaging Associates and available for Download from a number of 
Websites. These programs are made up of “Command Words” which 
may be used and changed in real time by teachers and Students. The 
Basic program in this case Onewire.4th  once downloaded remains  
stored on the LaunchPad unless it is deliberately erased.   This means 
that a Class Set of LaunchPads  say 15 could all have a different Ex-
periments ------- all Tested and ready to run.
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The  picture of  4E4th-IDE LaunchPad control window is shown be-
low displays  all the 4E4th Command Words  which would not nor-
mally be used by the Student in a well defined experiment. 

Students  doing   “Standard School Experiments”  would in the main  
be using temperature measurement commanded directly and on de-
mand from the right hand column  commands of which are based upon 
the standard  free Onewire.4th program command “RUN”. 
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 In this situation the  student may manually initiate Sensor A or Sensor 
B temperature readings ---- useful in setting up the experiment and 
performing adjustments to apparatus. In this mode the student may 
also gain an appreciation of the DS18B20+ sensor  and perhaps reflect 
upon the sensor response time and the accuracy of the measurements.

On that point an appreciation of the standard DS18B20+ temperature 
matching and tracking should  be appreciated as we will be using the 
temperature difference between the Wet and Dry Bulb  ( TdB -TwB) 
measurements in our calculations. The following GraphWriter picture 
of two onewire DS18B20+ temperature sensors joined together with 
blue Tack may give confidence in the measurements to be.

    It should be noted that the two onewire  DS18B20+  sensor are 
connected to the same input pin on the LaunchPad. They may be con-
nected by inexpensive domestic telephone wire with each having a dif-
ferent position with wire lengths determined by the demands of the 
experiments in the  class rooms to a maximum of 5 meters .

  Outside measurements with battery portable computers are easily to 
do experiments or individual project investigations such  as considering 
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some aspects of the solar impact on Automobile & Greenhouse envi-
ronment  where for instance Relative Humidity, Soil Temperature  Dew 
Point etc may be of interest. 

The Heat transfer aspects of the domestic refrigerator along with iťs 
demands for energy and the manufactures claims for their CO2 impact 
 on the planet Earth. Physics iťs fundamental relevance to the real 
world.

Back to our Relative Humidity and Dew Point Temperature experi-
ment.

The temperature sensors must be organized so that we measure the a 
Dry  Bulb and a Wet Bulb.  the Wet Bulb should be under a slight draft.
A low cost USB powered portable computer fan has proved effective in 
the past.  A simple construction is shown ---- most students would do 
better.

                      
        The fan has a blue light  and the Wet Bulb wick is Cotton.
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The 4E4th GraphWriter will give us Trace information with readings 
in this case about every two seconds. 

The  Graphwriter Picture  shown above was chosen to give a feel for 
the DS18B20+ response time.

4E4th GraphWriter has also given us the numerical information .

Students may manually  or spreadsheet calculate and plot  the  
Relative Humidity (RH) &  Dew Point Temperature (Tdp) as 
follows:
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The background to; and the derivation of these equations may 
have formed  part of  the Outcomes an earlier Lesson Plan. 

1.  The DS18B20 measures temperature  in Centigrade.
 
Tdb  is the 4E4th  LaunchPad measured Dry Bulb Tempera-
ture.
Twb is the 4E4th   LaunchPad measured Wet Bulb Tempera-
ture.

These Temperatures are measured using 4E4th GraphWriter 
with numerical data over time available in CSV format.

2. The Atmospheric  Pressure is assumed to be P(atm) = 101.3 
kPa (kiloPascals) but the locally measured value should be used 
if available .

3. A conversion factor A is used and is  calculated as follows:

 A = 0.00066 (1.0 + 0.00115 Twb)

4. The Saturation Vapour Pressure SVPwb  is calculated at  the 
measured  Wet Bulb temperature Twb:

SVPwb = e^[(16.78 Twb - 116.9)/(Twb + 237.3)] 

5. The Actual  Vapour Pressure is calculated: AVP = SVPwb - A 
x P(atm) x (Tdb - Twb) 
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6. The Saturation Vapour Pressure SVPdb is calculated at the 
Dry Bulb temperature  Tdb:

 SVPdb = e^[(16.78 Tdb - 116.9)/(Tdb + 237.3)] 

 
7. The relative humidity is then calculated as a percentage:

      RH% = 100x [ AVP/SVPdb ]
where AVP is the actual vapour pressure and  SVPdb is the 
Saturated Vapour Pressure at Tdb.
  
8  Dew point temperature  Tdp is then calculated: 

Tdp = (243.5 x Ln(AVP/6.112)) / (17.67 - Ln(AVP/6.112)) 

    where AVP is the actual vapour pressure and Ln is the natu-
ral log. 
  
An  picture of a Fixed Format dedicated Imaging Associates 
International program not having the 4E4th educational flexi-
bility shows  Relative Humidity  & Dew point temperature 
plots using these equations over a 24 hr period.
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Training:

   Training if required may be arranged at the school with a 
maximum of two teachers per 4E4th Two temperature Experimental  
Measurement Station. Where schools have Laboratory support staff 
they will be welcome.  

The training is normally for one day and may be extended.  The con-
tent has a fixed format for the first part of the day  with the second 
part addressing the previously agreed particular needs  of  teaching 
staff which must address  their required  Learning Outcomes of their 
subjects of interests through the straight forward application of  4E4th 
launchPad  experiments.

Experiments usually address the fields of Physics, Chemistry and Biol-
ogy with an overall  focus where these fields of study impact upon En-
vironmental and Sustainability issues.  In this context the traditional 
practical measurements and experiments  often associated with these 
subjects can be complimented with many simple experiments which 
may stimulate the student having an on going interest in the subjects as 
they find their impact fundamental to societies well being.

Further ideas and relating to specific requirements  may be explored by 
teachers with the author.   

Support:

 In order to appreciate and gain insight in to the support which may 
required by a particular school: always after a some staff have had 
straight forward training, some insight into the nature  the 4E4th  
Texas Instruments LaunchPad Two Temperature Environment will be 
useful.

  * Imaging Associates International prefers to always supply the 
4E4th Two Temperature System with the following Hardware and 
Software components:-.
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 * Texas Instruments LaunchPad with MSP430G2553 which has 
been Flashed by Imaging Associates with the 4E4th Command Lan-
guage along with the Two Temperature OneWire.4th  application two 
temperature measurement program.

 * Two Maxim DS18B20+ Temperature Sensors  and 1k0 compo-
nent configuration prewired to connectors which plug directly into  the 
LaunchPad. This is the minimum configuration with sensors not con-
figured for student use but ideal for teachers to obtain  Imaging Asso-
ciates International support whilst they make a decision to purchase a  
number for Student use. 

 * 4E4th-IDE ( IDE stands for “Integrated Development Environ-
ment” ) which is the “Command Word” communicator between Win-
dows and the 4E4th LaunchPad with the attached DS18B20+ tem-
perature Sensors which was described earlier in this document.

 * GraphWriter giving Real Time Display 

 * 4E4th, 4E4th-IDE , GraphWriter, onewire.4th software along 
with the Texas Instruments USB Launchpad Driver will be supplied on 
a USB Flash Drive.

 * Standard 4E4th  “ Command Word Language “ and the 4E4th-
IDE  Integrated development Environment  PDF documentation will 
also be supplied.

 * As the Imaging Associates  4E4th LaunchPad system is ready to 
go after it is plugged into a USB port and the Texas Instruments Driver 
 is installed.

Imaging Associated International will provide a Two Page Document 
which will enable :

  * Two temperatures to be read using the 4E4th-IDE

  * Two Temperatures to be plotted using GraphWriter.
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  Some Aspects of  the 4E4th Data Logging Envi-
ronment  which may relate to its flexibility for Student 
independent Investigations.

Consider  the following;

Imaging Associates International is using the temperature sensor 
DS18B20+ in what is called its “Parasitic Power Mode”. This means 
that only two wires of standard low cost telephone wire may be used 
-------------- in our case the red and green wires.  To get a temperature 
measurement the sensor is connected similar to that show in the pic-
ture below.

The Important point ---if the two wires are accidentally 
connected the wrong way no damage befalls the 
DS18B20+.

Temperature  measurements usually require a wide range of differently 
shaped sensors to assist in obtaining  accurate and repeatable readings 
even in our range of -10 to 110 degrees centigrade..

The DS18B20+ is easy to package using commonly available materials. 
The  following pictures show some sensors constructed in this manner 
with the exception of the Stainless Steel Spike most were bonded with 
strong glue and water proofed with 710 Silicone Glass Sealant good for 
a temperature range of -50 to 150 degrees centigrade using items such 
as Aluminum Foil, Copper Strip, Ping Pong balls , irrigation Fittings, 
and Sealant Nozzles.*See Pictures Appendix
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Summary:
The 4E4th Educational OneWire Two Temperature System may be attrac-
tive for Student  Open Investigation Work in Science and may be focused 
under teacher guidance,  to address a number of Learning Outcomes associ-
ated with the Heat and Temperature aspects of the curriculum along with 
how these types of measurements may  be used to  address the broader is-
sues of sustainability  where environmental issues are of concern.

These type of measurement address a wide section of the student commu-
nity as the fundamental measurements made, may be presented to the very 
young  in an educational palatable manner but with out loss of substance.  
For the advance student the teacher has the flexibility of dealing with real 
data to different mathematical levels using Calculus , and Curve fitting  say 
in the context of  Newton’s Law of Cooling or a practical evaluation of 
whether  “ A Big Mac “ comes in a better insulated package than a “ Hungry 
Jack”.

The 4E4th Measurement Environment offers:

      

        * 4E4th & Maxim Onewire

        * The 4E4th-IDE with  immediate command word RUN facility.

       * GraphWriter with numerical spreadsheet compatible output.

       * OneWire.4th Command Program to collect data within  the          
          temperature is in the range -10 to 110 degrees Centigrade   

======= Most are Free ======

This environment  was created by Brad Rodriguez   CamelForth-onewire/Canada, 
Michael Klaus 4E4th/Germany, Dirk Bruehl  USA/4E4h-IDE/GraphWriter

 Email or call   Andrew Reid  for Download Websites . 
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Appendices.

                                

 
Protecting DS18B20+ 

 Older Students using a screw driver, Craft Cutting Knife, 
Domestic Glue, Silicon Sealant and sometime a simple Soldering Iron 
should manage.

School support staff will no doubt be able to offer improvements 

Illustrations 

  Metal Spike Stainless Steel -- imported for information

 Non metal Spike- water proof DS18B20+ tip protected internal.
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 Copper Leaf.

 Small Water proof fast response Ds18B20+ tip external.

 Irrigation Rod Based Water proof tip internal or as required.

 Classic Ping Pong Globe - Google Research papers -using         
                                           plastic nozzle tip and champagne  flute support. 

 Unique Globe using Brass system float.

 Plastic  Spray Paint Caps with well defined Emissivity.
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  Paint Nozzle Spike -Rubber foot, Tip seal Liquid Electrical 
Tape, additional water proofing Silicon Glass Sealant. Connection Wire  domestic Tele-
phone Cable. Comfortable in young peoples hands, non-toxic Robust.

 Planet Earth with single ping pong Globe Thermometer.

One approach to Wet Bulb. Wick Cotton

 USB Fan 

http://datasheets.maximintegrated.com/en/ds/DS18B20.pdf
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